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Diamond Ripper High Performance
Rescue Blades!
From Broco, the Forced Entry Torch Leader
™

Broco Diamond Ripper™ Rescue Blade!
Races through steel, concrete, poly-carbonate
(Plexiglas). One incredible blade does it all.
Solid core construction so no broken edges on 12” & 14” blades
Double layer diamond brazed cutting edge
 Aggressive cutting on most materials
 Extremely long blade life
 Smooth performance reduces fatigue
Light weight
Diamond electroplated facing

Broco’s Diamond Ripper™’s double
layer diamond cutting edge is thin
like a metal cutting blade to yield cut
times in steel that are near to those
of fragile, quick-wearing abrasive
disks. The more aggressive texture
allows it to shred other media too,
including concrete and laminated
glass that have been typically cut
with heavy carbide tipped blades.
The nickel alloy matrix securing the
diamonds resists erosion far longer.
The 12” and 14” Diamond Ripper
blades are solid core; from cutting
edge to cutting edge it is all one
piece. These blades cannot break or
chip like diamond blades with laser
welded cutting edges.
With all these industry leading features Broco's Diamond Ripper™ rescue blade is still one of the most affordable on the market making it the
best value for your money.

 Smooth cuts on metal, concrete and more
 Cut concrete and rebar in the same pass
 Long blade life and fast cutting speed
The Mini Ripper™ diamond
rescue blade is available in
4.5”, 7” & 9” diameters.
With the same type cutting
edge as the Diamond Ripper™,
the Mini Ripper™ can be used
with electric cutoff tools to cut
through chains, locks and
door bolts.

Tested on plate armor, ceramics and high strength metalfiber-enriched reinforced concrete, the Diamond Ripper™
succeeded beyond expectations.
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